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How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way!

How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

The purpose of small talk, in any situation, is simply to find out if you have something in common with the

person you are talking to. It doesn’t need to be, nor should it be superficial. It’s a way to bond with someone, to

see if you like them and if they like YOU enough to stay in a conversation.

 

Networking is not about you or what's in it for you. Networking is the building blocks of developing any

relationship - whether it's business or personal and “It ALL starts with a conversation."

 

I would recommend, that after reading this through, you make a plan to take action on each point the next

time you are out at an event. Make a mental note of how different it feels and how much more effective it is

compared to how you normally engage in networking.

You have 7 seconds to make your first impression, so you need to make it count. My advice is to always be

yourself. People can spot a phoney a mile away. So relax and allow your natural self to shine through.

Cognitive Psychology states that it takes 200 times more

information to undo a first impression so you want to make sure

you are setting the tone for a great first connection with the

people you will be meeting.

 

Networking works best when you think of it as a time to spend

with friends. Start with a simple introduction to who you are and

then ask them about themselves.

Relax - And Just Be YOU

Why Engage In Small Talk?
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Start with WHO you are and NOT WHAT you are!

How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

A simple “Hi, I’m , so nice to meet you” is a good way to start.

Be sure to Smile.

Look them in the eye (unless you are in a culture that looking in the eye is disrespectful).

As you say “Hello”, shake their hand firmly but gently

Always remember that not everyone views, perceives or behaves the same as you. You may be the type of

person who “talks” with their hands and touching someone’s arm or hand seems perfectly appropriate to you

when trying to establish rapport. However, others may not be comfortable with you invading their personal

space.

This “tip” is one I have to consciously keep top of mind for myself.

I am the touchy, feely type and it was once brought to my

attention, in a not so subtle way, that not everyone wants to be

“close”.

 

I did not take offence, but rather apologized for realizing they were

uncomfortable and then made a mental note to “watch” for signs

if someone is uncomfortable or comfortable with others in their

space and If I need to keep myself from entering their personal

space.

Ditch That Pitch

No one likes pushy sales people when they go into a store and I

don’t know anyone who likes to be pitched to at a networking

event. If you want to create business relationships with the

people you network with, the fastest way to turn them off is to

“pitch” them! If you start off the conversation about how great

what you have to offer them is, I can pretty much guarantee they

will not be doing business with you or referring others to you.

Respect Their Space: Not Everyone Feels The Love
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The best way to have a good conversation is to focus on the person you are talking with. The best way to

make a great impression is to make them feel as important as they are. Be genuinely interested in what

“they” have to say and they will feel valued and appreciated. They aren’t going to remember you for what you

do the first time you meet them. What they will remember is how your attentiveness made them feel.

 

How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

 

Take the time to make someone feel they are worth listening to. If you

do that, they will tell everyone how awesome you are, and then

“everyone” will want to meet and get to know YOU! After all, don’t we all

just want to feel valued, appreciated and special? If you treat people the

way "they want" to be treated, they will immediately respect and trust

you.

 

Make the conversation about THEM.

Ask questions about THEM.

“What is it that made you want to pursue that as a

business?”

Ask about their hobbies, family, things they like to do.

Keep the conversation friendly and light.

 

It’s hard for many people to walk into a networking or social event. If that’s you, then this tip will really be

helpful to you. On the other hand, if you are very comfortable walking into a room full of people, then it would

be a great gesture on your part to be mindful that others are not so comfortable. If you are aware of how hard

it is for some people, this tip could make all the difference for both you and the person who is shy.

 

Be Approachable

People need to feel they can easily come to up to you. If someone is 

especially shy, seeing someone smiling at them will immediately put them 

feel at ease. Your body language can tell a very different story than the

message you “think” you are sending.

 

If you aren’t smiling and looking friendly, no one is going to feel they can

approach you, let alone have a conversation. Put your best face forward so

people will gravitate to you and not avoid you.

 

Be Present in the Moment

It's All About Them: Be a GREAT Listener
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You want to stay present and clear to allow your best self to shine

through. I am not saying don’t have a social cocktail. What I want to

caution you about is to not let your fear of networking be overtaken by

having one too many glasses full of “nerves”.

You want to make sure it is YOU who they remember and not the faux

pas that just might come out of your mouth when you find yourself a little

too relaxed.

Limit Your Alcohol Intake

I can’t think of anything more uncomfortable for someone when they are in conversation with the person

they are talking to and that person is shifting and scanning the room for someone more interesting, more

popular to meet or on their cell phone.

Engage Wholly in the Conversation

Not only is it rude, it’s hurtful. People want

and need to feel they are important and the

best way to do that is to stay focused on

that person you are talking to - in the

moment you are talking to them.

 

Make sure when you are having a

conversation you are fully engaged with the

person you are talking to. If not, I can 

assure you they won’t be going out of their way to look to you the next time they need a service or

product you provide. Nor will they be referring anyone they know to you.
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We all get that life happens - the kids, the pets, the parents, the

spouse, your health, work. Whatever the reason, if you are going to

an event with “your life stuff” preoccupying your mind, you may find

you are unable to stay engaged in the conversation. 

 

If you have difficulty separating problems in your life from your

business, on that particular day, I would highly recommend you

forfeit the event. If you show up with attitude or are distracted by

what is happening in “life”, it could be misinterpreted in a negative

manner and that isn’t good for your business or your reputation.

How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

Your Attitude Counts: If You're Preoccupied… STAY HOME!

Don’t Say It... JUST Don't Say It

Some subjects should be avoided during networking and social

events. Although these can be great topics, there is a time and

place to discuss them. It may be risky when you don’t know the

person’s background or history. Unless you are at a specific

event where it is expected these topics will be discussed, it’s

best to keep your views to yourself. 

 

Here’s are some topics to filter out of the conversation:

Death

Appearance

Gossip

Age & Age Guessing Games

Sex or Sex Life

Offensive Jokes

Politics

Finances

Religion
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How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

Leave The Weather Outside: It Doesn’t Belong Indoors

Unless there is something really unusual happening outside, try not

to start off your conversation ice-breaker (pardon the pun) with a

weather related statement. It's just plain boring. There are so many

other great ways to begin a chat.

 

However, if you feel you must use the elements to get into a

conversation - make it more interesting than “Wow! It’s really cold

outside”.

 

Be creative, include some humour to catch their attention. Say

something other than the same old hum-drum weather related

conversation starters.

"Can you believe that wind? I started looking for Toto!”

“That ice is slicker than a hockey rink outside!”

“Did you happen to catch what the weather is going to   

 be tomorrow? I’m not sure if I should tie down the 

 outdoor furniture.”

Don’t Rely On The Name Tag: Remember A Name

You Don't Say!

"was it
 Bob?

Bill? B
ruc

e?" 
One way to stand out is to learn how to remember people’s names.

 

How many times have you been caught in this situation? Someone comes up to

you and says “Hey, great to see you again!” and you say…  NOTHING! 

 

Because you cannot remember WHO they are! You remember the

face but not the name. YIKES! That is one of the most embarrassing

moments for many people.

I used to freak out in my mind when that happened to me.

So, I developed a few techniques that work.
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Here are some tricks to help with the recall.

When they introduce themselves, repeat their name back to them. Then use their name several times in

the conversation while looking at their face so it becomes a trigger for the memory.

Associate their name with a celebrity, animal or a word that rhymes with their name.

In your mind’s eye, visually spell out the name - especially if it isn’t a common name.

Ask someone in the room to remind you of the person’s name.

Here’s a little tip I do with my husband: If I cannot remember a person’s name - and I don’t immediately

introduce them to my husband - his job is to introduce himself and say “And you are?” BRILLIANT!!!

(shhh… OK, Now you know my secret!)

If all else fails: ASK THEM!

A Season For Every Conversation: What’s Interesting In Their Life?

No matter what time of the year it is, there is always

something interesting going on in any city, town or

neighbourhood. Take a few minutes to tune in to the news

or read up on your destination.

“Any plans for the weekend?”

“Are you planning any trips this winter?”

“What’s your favourite holiday tradition?”

“I’m so looking forward to being “turkey’d” out over Thanksgiving! What about you? Do you

do the whole turkey tradition?”

“I can’t wait to get on the slopes. Do you ski?”

“The kids have been tobogganing all week. Do you have children?”

“I am so looking forward to opening the pool. Do you like to swim?”

“Finally, flowers are starting to bloom. Do you have a favourite flower?”
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How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

Are They A Sports Fan?

What sports are on during the time of your event? (Hockey,

Football, Soccer, Tennis,etc). Are there any Special Sports

events? (Olympics, Play-offs, etc).

“Do you follow hockey?”

“Who are you rooting for this season?”

“Do you follow sports at all? What’s your favourite team?”

First - Let me caution you to be sure to only ask sports

questions “IF” you are a sports person. If not, find something

else to talk about. People who are true sports fans will know if

you are not! If you are not…. Pick another topic!

And secondly - make sure the person is interested in sports! There is 

nothing worse than discussing any topic that someone is not interested in. ASK first if they are a sports fan

and then if you get the green light, Go…

Current Events: In the news - In their community - In their life

People love to talk about what's going on in the world, locally around them and in their life - especially if they

are involved in their community. I caution you, however, to tread lightly if you get in to political arenas; you

could open up a can of worms you don't want to open. Unless you have a strong relationship with the person

you are speaking to - stick to the "lighter" side.

Ask what they are doing for any holidays that might be coming up or

what they did for a holiday just past.

Talk about any city projects that might be happening.

Do THEY have any pets? Oh! how people love to talk about their pets.

Are they taking any vacations?

Kids? 

Work Projects?

TV shows or New Movies?

 
Seriously, there are endless topics you can start and keep a conversation going with.
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How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

Three is Not A Crowd: Invite Others Into the Conversation

If you are really uncomfortable with one on one 

conversations, invite others into the discussion. This will 

only add to the topic at hand, offer multiple perspectives 

and get the conversation flowing.

 

This is also a great way to make others feel more 

welcome, especially if you see someone floundering 

alone; simply take a second to say “Please, come join us”. 

 

You will make them feel welcome, relaxed and relieved not to be sitting there alone. Then make

introductions and continue chatting.

Use Your 5 Senses

Notice the venue - the decor, the lighting, the ambiance. Say

something positive about it. Avoid negative comments if it

isn’t to your liking. Keep the conversation upbeat and fun.

What Do You See?

“What a fabulous chandelier. It amazes me how talented                                                         

 designers are.”

“These chairs are so comfortable. It’s hard to find a place with comfy chairs these days.”

“The space here is perfect for this kind of event. Don’t you think?”

"That drink looks interesting. What do you call it?”

What Do You Smell? (Please…. Only discuss the smells that are socially acceptable!)

“Wow… That perfume/cologne smells fabulous. What brand are you wearing?”

"OMG something smells amazing. I wonder what they are serving? Would you like to go together

to where they are serving the food?”
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“I love the fabric they used on the window dressings.”

“I love the feel of real wood furniture.”

“The warmth of the fire place makes it so cozy in here."

What Are Your Tastebuds Saying?

“Mmmm … This cocktail is really nice.”

“that looks interesting…Is it worth trying?

“These crab cakes are amazing.”

“They are certainly generous with their portions.”

“What did you think about the buffet?. Wasn’t it delicious?

                                                   (Again, lets please think social acceptance here) I know .. it’s a “touchy”  

 subject. Keep it to the room’s surroundings..

What Feels Good To The Touch

What Do You Hear? I am not talking about Gossip!

“I’m really enjoying the music they are playing.”

“I’m sorry to interrupt. Did I hear you discussing____________? I would love to know more. Do you mind

if I join in or is this a private conversation?”

Not Feeling The Vibe? Be Tactful With Your Exit Strategy

Always feel free to comment on the food. Be sure to keep it positive. You do not want your event host

hearing you think the food is not up to your standards. That would be hurtful. If you try, you can always find

something kind to say.

It’s unrealistic to expect you’ll connect easily with everyone you meet. If you find yourself in a situation you

are just not feeling the rapport with that person or someone is in the throws of “pitching” you, it’s key to

always bow out of the conversation graciously. Do not make it obvious to the person you are looking for a

way out.

Do keep in mind however, it could just be “this time” you are not connecting with that person. Don’t write it off

that you will never talk to this person again. It could just be something unforeseen that isn’t allowing the

connection to take place - this time. Second opportunities are always a good idea.
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“It’s been really nice chatting with you. Would you mind excusing me, I really do need to use the

ladies/men’s room.”

“I would love to continue chatting, however, I do a see a client I must chat with for a moment. Would you

mind excusing me?”

“Oh look, they just brought out some food. I’m famished, please excuse me while I go get something to

eat”.

“It’s been great chatting. I am sure you want to chat with other people as well, so I will let you go meet

some others while I grab myself another coffee.”

“Well thank you for the great conversation. Would you mind excusing me, I really must speak with

Catherine before she leaves tonight.”

So, how do you remove yourself from a conversation you no

longer want to be part of? 

 

It's simple: use tact and grace!

In The End…

There are endless topics for starting great conversation when meeting new people in any situation. Small

Talk is only scary if you let it be scary. It’s no different then when you meet up with a friend for coffee.

Just remember to take a big breathe in, stand shoulders back and make your entrance. Be confident in

who you are and what you have to offer...Your Self! 

 

Be Kind. Be Genuine. 

That’s all you need. Be “You” 

and then let the conversation 

unfold and the relationship 

begin to grow.
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In 2009, I left the auto industry as an accidental entrepreneur

wondering where it would take me. I was an incredibly shy woman

with no business background and little self-esteem.  I’ve always had

a passion for people and fire in my heart, but what the heck was I

thinking? And then … it all came together.

How To Master Small Talk In A BIG Way

About Me...

Visit my website for programs, training, events and speaking topics.                                

Connect with me on social media and let's start our own conversation.  

With an understanding and focus that every successful business

begins with a connection and conversation, I help my clients and

community master the networking world to gain the confidence in

overcoming the overwhelm of meeting people, engaging in small

talk and follow-up effectively to become the the person everyone

wants to know, do business with and refer people to.

Armed with multiple degrees and certifications, including Ministry

and NLP, I have built a successful business consulting, training and

speaking. I specialize in creating a sphere of influence business 
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